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1. Approach to answering earlier & upcoming questions

Please refer to slide 4.

2. Early access to environment (environment readiness)

Please refer to slide 5.

3. Migration updates

We have discussed the following in terms of migration updates

● Privacy flag
● Host migration
● Transfer and renew
● Renewal terms

Please refer to slides 6 - 14.

4. Drop catching (to be released domains)

We have discussed how drop catching is going to work on the new registry system,
including:

● Connection limits
● Schedule
● Collections
● Domain name life cycle & examples

Please refer to slides 15 - 21.



5. Q&A Summary

NOTE: Below is a list of the questions that you asked during the forum.

Q1: Do you plan to change the current drop catch process and do you have
a dedicated dropzone?

Answer: yes, the new drop catch process will be di�erent from the
current one. Please refer to slides 15 - 21 for the details.

Q2: Is the domain necessarily renewed on transfer?

Answer: domains can be transferred without a renewal.

Q3: Will a transfer without a renewal be charged?

Answer: .nz does not charge for domain name transfers.

Q4: The TBR server would be impractical if registrars could not connect to
the system all the time. This creates a problem for monitoring. Can we
allow connection all the time and transactions (like create) during the
drop hour?

Answer: TBR server connections behave exactly the same as EPP server
connections, so connections can be made at any time; however, if any
transactions are sent outside of a drop-catch session then the following
error will be received: 8455 - Droplist session is not currently open.

Discussion topics for future meetings

We have a number of subjects to cover in future sessions, in no particular order,
these include:

● billing,
● registrar process change impacts,
● EPP interface.

Are there any other subjects that you would like us to cover or do you have any
feedback on the format of these sessions? Please let us know.



Covering di�erent time zones including Europe

As requested by European registrars, the team has decided to run each upcoming
forum over two sessions.

● One session will be Wednesdays 8 PM NZDT (10 AM European time).
● Second session will be as usual Thursdays 8.30 AM NZDT.

Both sessions will cover the same technical forum topics.

If you think you need a previous technical forum repeated in your time zone,
please let the team know.

Next meetings

The next meetings are within two to three weeks and we will send the invite
details shortly. You can select based on your most convenient time zone.


